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I saw a really great film recently, a documentary about a man’s journey to discover his 
place in life. A “free spirited adventurer”, that’s what he called himself, and his journey 
took him some 14000 kilometres from the heart of North America to Patagonia in Chile, 
South America. Along the way he met numerous interesting people, saw 100’s of amazing 
sights, all to accomplish what very few of us can only imagine…he followed a dream, a 
path through a complicated world with only the adventure to guide him. 

He travels for almost 6 months and near the end of this epic journey his trip culminates 
in an attempt to scale a very remote mountain peak known as the Cerro Corcovado. After 
that point, one line in the movie stood out for me the most. It was from one of the other 
main characters in the story that said: 
“It’s kinda like the quest for the Holy Grail. Well who cares what the Holy Grail is, it’s 
the quest which is what’s important.” It seems clear to me that everyone one of us has 
a responsibility in life to achieve what we believe in, it is this journey that makes us the 
individuals we are. What’s imperative to remember however is that we should continue 
to remind ourselves to never loose sight of the quest.  

March marks a new step into the future with this, the 4th issue of Go Trail magazine. We’re 
stepping things up a little and we want you to join us on our journey of bringing you 
trail running stories that will have you asking for more. We’ve changed our look, we’ve 
changed our feel, we’ve even got ourselves a new logo but our focus remains the same. 

In this issue, you’ll get up close and personal with some more influential people doing 
amazing things for the sport. We share with you some interesting insight into the 
benefits of being a woman in trail running. We travel to Australia once again, to preview 
a very unique trail running event, one that will have you asking the question: “How?” 
We also take you to Japan and introduce you to the trail running scene in the “Land of 
the Rising Sun”, where mountains have spirits and trail runners run on ancient paths laid 
down by generations of ancestors. All this and loads more, so enjoy the read and happy 
trail running!!

PAGE 18 ATHLETE PROFILE 
John Collins is one of South Africa’s well-known adventurers, competing 

in The Camel Trophy and Land Rover G4 events, but did you know that he 
also dominates on the trail as well? We introduce you to John and ask him 

a few questions about where the trail takes him.

PAGE 23 STOP THE SPREAD 
Alien plant species continues to threaten thousands of acres of indigenous 

vegetation nation wide. WESSA (the Wildlife and Environmental Society 
of South Africa) share some insight into this increasing problem and what 

you as a trail runner can do to avoid the distribution of weeds while out 
running. 

PAGE 24 All YOU “KNEE-D” TO KNOW
 In this months Grace Anatomy, contributing physiotherapist Dr Grace 
Hughes provides tips and advice on how to help prevent knee injury.

EDITOR’S NOTE

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

James

On the cover / Runner is John Collins. 
Photo by Motion Pixel, www.motionpixel.co.za

Above image / Editor enjoying the coastal 
running at Umdoni Park, KwaZulu-Natal South 
coast, photo by Kelvin Trautman, 
Media and Kelvin

Graphic Design / Made possible by Silvergate
Design, www.silvergatedesign.com

James Hallett
Editor
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WHO ARE THE JAG

By Kathleen Shuttleworth
All Photos : Jacques MaraisRUNNERS?

The JAG Foundation, spearheaded by ex Olympic athlete, Elana Meyer, was founded in 2007 to offer a positive 
alternative for our kids in communities where Alcohol and drug abuse is rife, and there is a lot of peer pressure 
to belong to a gang. The programmes offered aim to engage children in a programme structure which teaches 
values and enhances self-esteem, self-discipline, goals, focus and sportsmanship.

The ProNutro JAGRunners programme, launched in 2008, provides skilled coaches and basic infrastructure for young runners. The programme 
aims to motivate and train children ranging from primary through to high school to participate in running events such as cross country 
running, fun runs and track events. The birth of the programme was inspired by the following story related by CEO, Elana Meyer:

“I like to relate the story of Father Colm O’ Connel, a missionary 
teacher, who arrived in rural Kenya 35 years to work at ST Patrick’s 
High school.  Shortly after arriving, he recognized how talented 
the boys who were running to school were. From then he made 
a commitment to start coaching the boys. With no facilities and 
with only very basic nutrition, Father O’Connel managed to 
coach and guide more than 20 athletes to the Olympic Games. 
Many of these athletes also went on to achieve World Records.  
He always says that the biggest reasons for success in coaching 
comes from being patient and understanding every individual 
athlete. This story inspired and encouraged me to launch the 
ProNutro JAGRunners Programme with the promise of training 
more running coaches as coaches had become a dying breed”
The programme is currently active in 13 areas in the Western Cape, 

Ryan Sandes guiding the children of the JAG Runners foundation through some beach running

with about 750 kids. In order to be able to grow the programme 
into other areas of South Africa, the programme has been packaged 
into a product, “My Coaching Backpack”, which is a set of coaching 
resources developed by us to train up coaches to specifically coach 
youth runners.
The development of the backpacks has enabled us to launch a pilot 
project of 4 teams in Kwazulu-Natal in January and we are hoping to 
expand further nationally in the near future.
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SO WHERE DOES TATUM AND THE 
“SANDMAN” FIT IN?

Tatum Prins, one of South Africa’s top womens trail runners and 
adventure racers, approached us in September 2009 to volunteer her 
time to run with the kids. She started by taking kids from Lavender 
Hill on regular weekly runs on different trails around the Southern 
suburbs.
Ryan Sandes at the same time learnt of the foundation and being 
someone who is passionate about running immediately offered to 
get involved. It was Ryan’s idea to organize a trail running camp 
for the kids. With Tatum being an adventure nut it made sense for 
the two of them to team up with organizing the camp. The first 
camp was then held in June 2010 and was such a success that 
Ryan immediately offered to assist with a camp this year again. 
Ryan also last year arranged sponsorship from Velocity Sports 
Lab and Salomon for two talented boys from the camp to go to 
the Salomon Featherbed trail run in Knysna in July.
Almost all the organizing is done by Ryan and Tatum who also 
run the camp. They run, eat and sleep with the kids, which gives 
the kids a great opportunity to get to interact closely with them. 
We have already seen amazing results from Ryan and Tatum’s 
inspiration. Ryan has also worked hard to bring his sponsors on 
board to support the camp. The kids are amazed by what Ryan 
has achieved. He must be the only guy who so inspires kids 
that he can have them doing 40km of mountain running over 
a weekend and still hungry for more!
Ryan and Tatum both have a wonderful way of working with the youngsters, their humility, kindness and 
passion for life rub off on these youngsters in a big way over such a weekend. They also continuously encourage and build the 
youngsters up.

The only “gang” to be found out on the trails at a recent JAG Runners camp was Ryan’s gang of children perfecting their trail running ability
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WHAT’S IT ALL FOR?
The ProNutro JAGRunners programme is not just about running. 
We have four values we aim to instill, responsibility, sportsmanship, 
respect and honesty. These are printed on wristbands which we 
give to the kids and the coaches reinforce the values by identifying 
situations in training sessions or from stories from home or school 
that highlight these values.
We do not have a formal lifeskills programme. The coach fills a role 
of father figure and mentor to the kids and through the relationship 
he builds with them through coaching is able to impart life values 
and skills. The coach is able to identify many lessons from situations 
arising directly from training and participating in running events. 
We feel this approach through relationship is far more impactful 
especially since many of the youngsters do not have strong father 
figures at home. 

Through the activities on Ryan’s trail camps, I have seen the kids 
grown in their self-worth, knowledge of how much they are capable 
of, ability to work in a team, leadership, discipline and how to serve 
and encourage each other. 
The public can get involved. We have an initiative called “Adopt a 
Team” where a group of individuals or a business can “Adopt” one of 
our teams for a year. 

For more information on this project they can contact me  at:
kathleen@jagfoundation.org.za

Tatum Prins “boulder hopping” with some of the kids
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IT’S A
WOMAN’S

“WHAT MAKES TRAIL RUNNING SO APPEALING TO WOMEN?”
As I hobbled down a sharp decent in the Hottentots Mountains, with three and a half days of trail running under the 
belt. The excruciating pain from my IT band was crippling me. At this stage, I had blisters underneath eight toenails 
(of which I lost all eight in the months to come). My partner, Liza - who was anaesthetist, had to inject the blisters 
with a local anaesthetic, just to alleviate my suffering. My feet felt as though they were on fire. Even though the last 
time I had experienced this type of pain, was during childbirth, there was no way that I was planning to quit. Earlier 
that day, I had told Liza – “even if I have to crawl over the finish line, I was going to complete this race”. Little did I 
know that the medic (James) had been monitoring me from below in the ravine and was about to pull me out of 
the race. 
My dreams had been shattered, I felt like a failure.
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WORLD

IT’S A
WOMAN’S

By Chantel Nienaber
All Images: www.theportraitstudio.co.za
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I was compelled to return, as there was unfinished business. By good 
fortune I found Allison; she was crazy enough to enter the event with 
me. With the help of: lots of stretching, a Paramedic, called James 
(who had felt guilty because he had pulled me out of the race the 
previous year) and some nibbling of blister plasters, we managed to 
complete the 220 kilometers! 

Later on that year, I met up with Allison once again, to take part in 
the Table Mountain Challenge. During the final leg of the race, I lost 
concentration for a split second, whilst running down the mountain. 
In doing so, I had a bad fall, resulting in a broken arm. 

On numerous occasions, I have been asked: Why? Why, would I put 
myself through this kind of pain, let alone usually having to pay a 
hefty entry fee to top it!

To answer that question… I want to be the best that I can be. I do not 
want to take my physical abilities for granted – I aspire to live life to 
its fullest. Do not get me wrong - being a girl; I also enjoy shopping, 
pedicures and having my hair done. However, that does not prevent 
me from becoming a complete person, even if I may have to walk 
around with a few scrapes and bruises from time to time. If we, as 
women can bare children, I certainly think that we are capable of 
roughing it in the mountains.

“Why? Why, would I put myself 
through this kind of pain...”
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Something that I have observed, being the instructor of our local 
Lifesaving Club, is that often it is the guys that are the first to 
complain, before the girls cave in. We might not physically be as 
strong – but we are not always the “ninnies” that people make us 
out to be. 

In this day and age, I feel that women are eager to push themselves 
to achieve their personal goals, in all types of outdoor activities. 
However, we also do not need to sacrifice our femininity. Gone are 
the days were trail running, only consisted of hardcore guys with 
their old takkies – ladies have introduced a “sexiness” to the sport.

In my personal opinion something that is disappointing though, is 
the fact that female athletes aren’t applauded to the same extent, 
as that of their male counterparts. I can not help but notice, for 
example during the television coverage of a race, the winning males 
always take center stage, over-shadowing the winning ladies (not to 
mention the difference in prize money). Do you not think it is about 
time that women are acknowledged for their accomplishments too? 
We run the same route, fall as hard and bleed just as much as the 
men do.
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CHANTELS TOP TIPS
After After that first dreadful experience of having lost eight 
toenails, I have since learnt to file the tips of my nails to follow 
the contours of my toes. This in turn prevents them from being 
aggravated by the weave of my socks.

One of the reasons why my ITB played up on my first multi 
day trail run was because I was hesitant to run downhill and 
to “go with gravity”. We girls seem to have an instinct to be 
careful. I have concentrated upon doing extensive downhill 
training. Being light-footed on the downhill, like a little duiker, 
has made me more confident and therefore is less impact on 
my knees. I even found that I am overtaking the guys on the 
downhills.

Yoga & stretching have also been invaluable in helping 
me to prevent injuries. Being a Personal Training, I see what 
the ageing process does to you; I have therefore personally 
incorporated these practices into my daily routine.
Spending 10-15 minutes before going out for a run, 

Remember the obvious: a high factor sun block, hat, 
sunglasses and a cell phone. You should always run with a 
partner and tell someone where you will be running.

Many women do not consider the importance of 
incorporating strength training into their weekly program. For 
example, runners often do not realize the benefit of having 
a strong core & upper body, which will assist you when your 
legs might be fatigued. Well-developed core muscles will also 
protect your back.

My last tip, vary your exercises. Introduce some cross training, 
swimming, surfing, rock climbing, paddling and dynamic 
exercises, which will improve you as a trail runner. 

MOSTOFALL 
HAVEFUN! 

Ladies protect your assets… I wear two sports bras when 
running, considering gravity takes its toll, especially when 
bounding down a mountain.

will ensure that your running career will be a long & healthy 
one. Ask your local Biokinetisist or Personal Trainer to 
demonstrate a few stretches. I recommend that you focus on 
the following areas: Your IT band, Hamstrings and Calves. 
However, it will not harm you to do a complete
stretching regime.
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For me, as a woman - one of the reasons why I prefer 
trail running, as opposed to pounding away at the tar, is 
to help prevent future injuries. I find the ever-changing 
surface and terrain of a trail, is much more forgiving on 

ones joints. Not to mention the clean, fresh air, which 
benefits your respiratory system & skin. 

To sum it up: running out in the mountains or along 
the coastline, creates the environment for me to “feed 
my soul”. Especially, because I am so passionate about 
the outdoors. By participating in various trail running 
events, I have had the privilege of meeting other like-

minded women with the same sorts of aspirations and 
interests.

Currently I am training for the three day Wild Run, 
taking place in the Transkei in September. Evidently, 

I have not endured enough pain and suffering (and for 
as long as my body allows me to, I will keep coming 

back for more).

Chantel Nienaber
Personal Trainer and Fitness Model
c. +27 (0)83 409 3091
e. chantel@signaturebody.co.za
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Trail Run
  Japan

BY ROBERT SELF

GO EXPLORE
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ne of my trail running students, Barbara, an 
ex-Olympian athlete from Germany has two 

hobbies here in Japan: Winning trail races for her 
age group and taking pictures of mountain tops 
which we typically summit alone. The latter she 
offers as proof to all of those who insist beyond 
all evidence that the mountains are crowded in 
Japan, that this is in fact one of the world’ most 
interesting and truly solitude offering trail running 
destinations. 

True, Japan is a seriously densely populated 
country, but the bulk of that population is in three 
urban areas: Tokyo-Yokohama, Nagoya, and Osaka-
Kyoto. With 80% of the country being mountains 
and virtually all of those mountains studded with 
trails, both ancient and new, Japan offers endless 
possibilities for those seeking a trail fix and an 
unforgettable trail holiday. 

For better or worse, Japanese hikers and climbers 
tend to concentrate on climbing the notorious 
hyakumeizan (100 famous mountains), including 
Mt. Fuji, or on a few well-known but accessible 
hills close to Tokyo such as Mt. Takao. If the savvy 
runner avoids those over-popular peaks, solitude, 
remarkably beautiful nature, and a digital camera 
full of mountain temples, shrines, and waterfalls 
are there for the taking.

O

Social groups often head out onto the remote mountain trails 
with the guidance of Robert. (Photo by Robert Self)
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Many countries can claim great natural 
beauty, but few countries in the world 
can claim such an incredible nexus of 
culture, ancient history, and trail running as 
Japan. Most runs will take one by ancient 
mountain temples and shrines, torii gates, 
Buddhist statues, and religious artifacts. 
Japan even has a little known “third 
religion” beyond Buddhism and Shinto 
called “Shugendo” which amounts to what 
is primarily mountain worship. There are 
Shugendo cults focused on Mt. Fuji (Fuji-
kyo), Mt. Ontake (a 3,000 meter mountain 
in Central Japan), and many other peaks. 
Shugendo adherents are mountain ascetics 
who wander the trails around sacred 
mountains dressed in ancient costume, 
periodically blowing on conch shells to 
announce their perigrinations. And yes 
they often test their endurance with long 
soaks under freezing waterfalls!
One of the most awesome and 
unpredictable aspects of guiding runners 
in Japan is the rare meeting of shugendo 
yamabushi mountain men in the 
mountains. Several years ago a group of 
advanced runners I was guiding literally 
froze in its tracks in awe as a yamabushi, 
dressed in white, emerged silently from 
a mountain fog wearing straw clogs, a 
huge straw hat, and a conch on his belt. 
This unexpected meeting with the utterly 
profound, so deep in the mountains, left 
the group in mute awe for several long 
minutes.

Tokyo is a surprisingly good base for a 
visiting trail runner. Several train lines end 
in the mountains of Okutama National 
Park, Okumusashi, Nikko, and the Fuji Five 
Lake area. Rail tickets are relatively cheap, 
and many runs begin near train stations 
or bus stops. Quality hiking maps that are 
readily available at most bookstores make 
the experience not quite as daunting as 
one would imagine. Nevertheless, it is best 
to understand that most signs and maps 
are completely in Japanese, so care and 
possibly a local guide or friend local are 
useful. 

While many visiting runners will be eager 
to bag Mt. Fuji, it is important to realize 
that Mt. Fuji is mainly enjoyable from a 
distance. Certainly one of the world’s most 
aesthetically pleasing mountains, it is also 
one of the most climbed during the short 
season between the middle of July and 
the end of August. It is not a great running 
destination on its own. The mountains 
around the Kanto Plain (the greater Tokyo 
Area) are much more interesting from a 
trail running perspective. ALL runs in Japan 
require some degree of ascent, generally a 

With the growing popularity of the sport in Japan, more and more world class events 
are being held each year. (Photo by Robert Self)
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rather serious degree of it! Mountains are 
young, and the trails tend to go by very 
direct and rough routes upwards. Technical 
ability is useful. Most trails were made 
long before the invention of the gentle 
zig-zag, and given the huge amount of rain 
fall throughout the year, trails are steep, 
rutted, and rooty. Descents are generally 
precipitous and technical. 

Japanese are fond of discussing the 
country’s “four seasons”, but the real fact is 
that there are five seasons. The fifth season, 
the monsoon, is from the beginning of June 
to the middle of July. But the monsoon here 
has a special mood of its own for runners- 
smoky mountain mists and a Chinese 
ink painting’s worth of character. Winter 
brings deep snow to all but the lowest 
mountains in the Tokyo area (Okumusashi 
and Tanzawa are the most snow free 
running areas in mid-winter). Summer-time 
brings the possibility of high ascents in 
the Japan Alps and Mt. Fuji. Spring and Fall 
have perhaps the most stable weather and 
greatest possibility for comfortable low-
level running, but the highest alpine peaks 
will be off limits due to snow.

Running in Japan is massively popular, and 
Japanese marathon runners are amongst 
the world’s best. The most popular yearly 
sporting event in Japan is, without a doubt, 
the New Year’s ekiden (relay) two day race 
between Tokyo and the mountains around 
Mt. Fuji and back. It draws a TV audience 
of tens of millions. Yet it is has only been 
in the past five or six years that Japanese 
runners have turned their attention from 
the roads to mountain running and trail 

running. The result has been a sporting 
explosion- a quite literal doubling of the 
number of participants, year by year. 
No need to worry, the immense trail 
network in Japan can easily absorb the 
expansion, but those wishing to enter an 
actual trail race in Japan need to sign up 
months in advance! There are one or two 
races virtually every weekend near Tokyo 
between March and December, and the 
number of races continues to grow, but 
even with expansion most races fill up early 
and have deadlines two months before the 
race date. Those wishing to enter a race 
here should seek assistance in signing up 
many months in advance! The most famed 
trail running series is the OSJ Race Series, 
which includes one stop on the world’s 
Skyrace Mountain Series. Races in the OSJ 

series are notoriously brutal and mainly 
of ultra distance.

For those wishing to take a holiday in 
Japan whilst getting in some superb 
training and trail running, the three best 
bases are Kyoto, Kobe, and Tokyo. Come 
home fit and buzzing with memories 
(and photos) of one of the world’s 
most convenient yet moving running 
destinations!

Robert Self
r.self@bluetreeco.com
www.hannotrailschool.com

Japan’s Tsuyoshi Kaburaki celebrates while crossing the finish line of the 7th edition of the North Face Ultra-Trail, one of the greatest 
European mountain trail races, on August 29, 2009 in Chamonix, in the French Alps. (Photo by Gettys Images)

With a view of Mount Fuji in the background, one of Japan’s most iconic landmarks, 
who wouldn’t want to go trail running there? (Photo by Robert Self)
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ATHLETE PROFILE

Q+A  WITH
JOHN

COLLINS

Born in Upington, and having spent a few years growing up near 

Kakamas, both in the Northern Cape, there’s no surprise that 

John Collins is an outdoorsman at heart. And who wouldn’t be? 

Beautiful yet harsh countryside that seemingly goes on forever, 

and influenced by his parents (his father a geologist and mother 

a Wildlife Artist), one could almost assume that John seemed 

destined to follow a life of adventure and discovery. 

From the age of eight he began running cross-country and 

pursued both track and road running throughout high school.All Images Motion Pixel / www.motionpixel.co.za

“My passion was not to be found 
in concentric loops of pain!”

After representing South Africa in the 1998 

Camel Trophy, together with his brother 

Mark, his focus shifted to Adventure Racing 

(AR) which had just begun in the country. 

Throughout his AR career he was privelaged 

to have teamed up with some of the best AR 

athletes in South Africa including Martin 

Dreyer, Jeannie Bomford (profiled in our 

February issue), Michelle Lombardi, Philip 

Swanepoel and Peter Du Plessis to name a few. 

It was inevitable that from there trail running 

became a natural extension of the sport he 

loves. 

Having won the African Otter Trail Run in 2010, 

not to mention that he is one of the founding 

fathers of this iconic trail running events, we 

know you’d like to get to know John a little 

better.  
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Go Trail (GT): Being involved in so many adventure 

sports, not only trail running, what personally 

motivates you to get out there and explore?

John Collins (JC); Look outside. That’s motivation 

enough. It may be primal, but my inspiration to 

run is a very deep seeded instinct. Understanding 

nature, and environments, knowing how to traverse 

terrain swiftly and safely, knowing north, knowing 

yourself…that’s why I explore.   

With such an incredible growth of trail running in 

South Africa at the moment, what are some of the 

integral aspects you would highlight if talking to a 

group of new comers to the sport? 

For new comers: Trail running has nothing to do 

with distance. In fact KM=MC2 .

(And that is a lot of time.) Take a hip belt, a Gu, 

an outer shell and don’t come back till you’ve 

summited that mountain, crossed those streams, 

seen that view, or simply feel a sense of oneself.

Having a wife who is equally as adventurous and 

committed to the outdoors as you are, what are 

some of the advantages of taking part in trail 

running as a couple and what can people learn from 

running with their partners? 

Having a new family with 2 children 4yrs and 2yrs 

old, training together happens less often than 

it used too, mainly on weekends. When we run 

together we see each other at the start and finish... 

We may do different routes, experience different 

thing along the way; nevertheless we always end on 

the same page.

We’re sure that your victory (and sub-5 hour run) 

at last years African Otter Trail Run was one of the 

more memorable moments of your trail running 

career. Looking forward, what are some more of the 

goals you’ve set yourself and are there any other 

South African events which you’ve set your sights 

on? 

Definitely, The African Otter.   However this year’s 

trail running has to include my other objective, AR 

World Championships in Tasmania.

Along with your brother Mark, and a few other local 

runners, you were one of the originators of the Otter 

African Trail Run, one of South Africa’s iconic trail 

running events. What inspired you to find a way in 

which the South African trail running community 

could experience this unique trail, and what were 

some of the challenges you faced in those early 

days?
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What appealed to us initially, was that this ‘5day’ hike was only 42km long; little did we know the 

brutality of the trail. The trail has been off-limits to everyone and is considered trespassing with a 

R2000 fine, except for hikers who often book two years in advance to be on the trail.  To overcome this, 

we decided to book out the whole Titsikamma Park for 10 days to allow hikes off the trail and pay for the 

foot credits of the African Otter trail runners. This was a risk as one can imagine the cost of this exercise, 

including environmental impact study. The logistics of this run is a challenge within itself with over 40 

highly trained staff including Mountain Rescue, SA National Parks, 2 helicopters, film and photography, 

one offshore boat, Magnetic South Staff etc., all there to make sure runners get back safely.   
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As trail running continues to grow in South 

Africa, how will you, as an event founder and top 

competitive athlete, ensure that that trail running 

remains a sustainable and purist sport?

Trail running cannot be considered a mass 

participation sport. Course logistics, including 

route marking, marshalling, land permissions and 

medical support are more complicated than your 

road run equivalent. Therefore, the sport to remain 

sustainable, participants must be prepared to pay a 

higher entry fee. Having said that it’s also up to the 

race organises to give value in these trail runs.  

We believe very strongly in development within trail 

running. If there is one major lesson you could teach 

through trail running, what would that be and why?

“The trail should be better off for having you on it” 

Sheila Collins. We live in a beautiful part of the world 

with diverse trials. As we open up the trails to more 

people let’s keep them pristine, it’s the way you and I 

would like to appreciate it.

Always an interesting question for our readers. 

You’ve been invited to run a high profile multi-stage 

event as a two-person team. Who would you feel 

would be your ultimate partner and why?

Good teams are made of equally fit members with 

the same goals. So without a doubt my perfect 

partner would be my brother – Mark Collins – we are 

relatively similar in fitness levels, speed and ability. 

Mark is the fastest technical runner I’ve seen which 

would help cover my weakness over rough terrain. 

And lastly. In one sentence, what does trail running 

mean to you?

Honestly, I open this questioner while on holiday in 

the Austrian Alps. I read the questions, had a look 

outside and decided that the only way to answer 

these questions was outside. One and a half hours of 

trail running later I knew what trail running meant 

to me…. It’s personal, try it. 
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For all you trail runners out there, 
remember that South Africa is 
a country rich in biodiversity. It 
occupies  only 2% of the world’s 
surface area but is home to nearly 
10% of the world’s plants, around 
7% of the worlds vertebrate 
species, and 5.5% of the world’s 
known insect species. In terms of 
the number of endemic species 
of mammals, birds, reptiles and 
amphibians, South Africa ranks as 
the fifth richest country in Africa 
and the 24th richest in the world. 
Wow! So next time you are cutting 
a trail/running cast your eyes 
around you, take a deep breath 
and see this stunning biodiversity 
of nature for yourself.

 BEWARE. 
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING AREA 52. 
ALIEN CONTROL by WESSA

Humans are the ultimate threat to this 
amazing biodiversity and you know the old 
adage, “leave only your footprints behind’ if 
you care for the environment. Do not leave 
the trail and pound your way across the 
veld disturbing the natural balance of that 
precious ecosystem. The quickest way to 
introduce weeds and invasive alien plants 
into an area is to disturb and loosen the soil 
allowing the seeds of these plants to find a 
spot and grow. 
Trail runners too often pick up seeds on 
their socks, shoes, clothes and vehicles 
and when they get home, shake out and 
de-seed their equipment into the garden 
distributing these alien seeds into a new 
area and so enabling a new invasion to 
start. “Bag ‘em and bin’em”, I say!

All parts of the country have different 
invasive alien plants so it is difficult to be 
specific and please remember that this 
message does not only apply to grass 
seeds. Three of the big grassland weeds, 
dominant in certain areas, are the Triffid 
weed (Chromolaena odorata) the PomPom 
weed (Campuloclinium  macrocephalum), 
and the Demoina weed (Parthenium 
hysterophorus). These all have a multitude 
of fine wind blown seeds easily transported 
by animals, humans and transport.
Join the Wildlife and Environment Society 
(WESSA) and help ‘Stop the Spread’   of all 
those weeds out there

For any information on invasive alien 
species, contact WESSA’s Stop the Spread 
of invasive alien species programme at: 

stopthespread@wessa.co.za

STOP THE SPREAD OF INVASIVE ALIEN SPECIES |  STOP THE SPREAD OF 
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ALL YOU

TO KNOW

BY Grace Hughes

“KNEE-D”

In a previous article we dealt with 
training errors which included training 
being too intense, too frequent, too far 
and too soon.  So we know these errors 
can cause knee and other injuries.  
Another cause of injuries is incorrect 
footwear and of course biomechanical 
abnormalities.

Photos by 
Dr. Grace Hughes
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So…we all know the example of the athlete 
who’s adhered to all these maxims and still 
gets knee pain…WHY?  Well, often the cause is 
decreased core stability…and by core stability 
we mean stability in the butt (medial gluteals), 
stability in the abdominals (tansversus 
abdominus) and stability in the knee (vastus 
medialis).  It is also important to maintain 
good flexibility, particularly in the hamstring 
muscles.

So, here’s an exercise 1) 
and a stretch 2), to injury-proof 
your knees.

“Strengthening your butt and 
core muscles is the best way to 
look after normal knees being 
subjected to normal training.”

1)  The exercise is a difficult combination-exercise to 
save you time, but as a result it takes concentration…
Read through all the instructions before starting this 
exercise.

Stand up straight and do a ballet pliée (this is to show 
you the correct position for the leg).  Now stand on 1 
leg and do a pliée again, but on the one leg.  You should 
keep the back straight and take about 5 seconds to 
lower, hold for 5 seconds and lift for 5 seconds.  That’s 
the basic exercise.  

2)  To stretch the hamstrings, place your leg up onto 
a knee-high surface. Keeping the back straight lean 
down towards the leg until a stretching sensation is 
felt behind the knee.  Hold for 30 seconds.

Do the knee bend pliées 20 times and the hamstring 
stretch 3 times with each leg in one session.  The 
session should be repeated 2-3 times daily.

To make this effective for the 
medial gluts, you need to 
squeeze the butt on that side in 
order to rotate the leg as far out 
as  Possible.

To make it effective for the 
knee stabilisers, you need to 
take the knee out over the little 
toe on that side when bending.  
At the same time concentrate 
on tightening the inside of the 
knee cap.

To make it effective for the 
transversus abdominus, you 

need to squeeze the lower 
abdominals to pull the stomach 

in towards the spine.
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You’d probably know it as “that great 
big sandstone rock somewhere in 
Australia”. The local Pitjantjatjara 
people call the landmark Uluru, and 
believe that the world was once 
a featureless place. Their legend 
says that none of the places we 
know existed until creator beings, 
in the forms of people, plants and 
animals, travelled widely across the 
land. Then, in a process of creation 
and destruction, they formed the 
landscape, as we know it today. 
Anangu land is still inhabited by the 
spirits of dozens of these ancestral 
creator beings, which are referred to as 
Tjukuritja or Waparitja.
So why are we telling about Uluru and 

“THE TRACK is an event which
rests on simple but essential

values: authenticity, freedom and
escape.” Jérôme Lollier

Ayers            
Rock?

EVER HEARD OF

By Jérôme Lollier  /  All Images: Jérôme Lollier

Anangu land? Well in may 2011, Jérôme 
Lollier and his crew of 9 from the Track 
Organisation, will be hosting one of the 
longest and toughest footraces in the 
world. Known as The Track Outback 
Race, competitors in the inaugural event 
will be expected to cover a distance of 
a staggering 590 kilometres over 9 days 
from Alice Springs North of the iconic 
rock and the Uluru - Kata Tjuta National 
Park. 
Completely self-sufficient, and 
either in teams or as an individual, 
the participants will race through 
West MacDonnells and Fink Gorge 
National Parks before entering, and 
crossing the sacred land of the Anangu 
Community. All in all, 25 competitors 

will be taking part representing more 
than 10 nationalities including Canada, 
Germany, Korea, Kuwait, New Zealand, 
Palestine, Spain, and South Africa.

Ensuring that all competitors are well 
looked after, a team of highly skilled 
individuals will be accompanying them 
through the entire route, including 
doctors, camp managers, trackers as 
well as a media crew to document the 
entire race. 

For more information head to 
www.thetrack-outbackrace.com 
or contact Jérôme Lollier via email 
lolliercomsport@gmail.com
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THE TRACK
SOME OTHER INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT

STAGE DISTANCES ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

STAGE 1  32KM

STAGE 2  42KM

STAGE 3  60KM

STAGE 4  62KM

STAGE 5  62KM

STAGE 6  60KM

STAGE 7  60KM

STAGE 8  62KM

STAGE 9  150KM

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE RACE

 1 RACE DIRECTOR

 5 CONTROLLERS

 2 CAMPMASTERS

 2 TRACKERS

THE MEDICAL TEAM

 1 DOCTOR

 2 NURSES

www.thetrack-outbackrace.com
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THE TRACK
SOME OTHER INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE RACE CONCEPT

THE PARTICIPANTS CAN RUN AS A 

TEAM (MINIMUM 3 PEOPLE) OR AS 

AN INDIVIDUAL.

EACH COMPETITOR MUST 

CARRY HIS/HER OWN BACKPACK 

CONTAINING FOOD, SLEEPING 

GEAR AND OTHER COMPULSORY 

MATERIAL.

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE RACE

 1 RACE DIRECTOR

 5 CONTROLLERS

 2 CAMPMASTERS

 2 TRACKERS

THE MEDICAL TEAM

 1 DOCTOR

 2 NURSES
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WHAT PACK • WHEN TO PACK • WHAT TO PACK
by Linda Doke

Just as trail runs can vary in distance from short to ultra long, so do the types and designs of trail running hydration 
packs available. There’s a pack for every possible distance you’ll ever consider tackling, and trying to find what’s best 
to buy can be mind-boggling. It’s a good idea to do some homework before you hit the stores, so here’re some 
tips to keep in mind when you’re looking for your ideal pack:
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FOR SHORT DISTANCES (LESS THAN 15KM)
Many trail runners opt for a waist belt for short distances. 
These come in two types: single-bottle and double-bottle de-
signs. Both come with one or two handy zip pockets for keys/
cellphone/gels etc. and sometimes even enough space for a 
compact lightweight wind jacket that rolls up really small.

PROS: light and convenient; cooler than wearing even a light-
weight pack on the back.
CONS: can bounce and twist around the waist; can often rub 
the hip bones and cause chafe.

Now we enter the biggest range of hydration packs 

available, and this is where you can get bogged down. 
But heads up: you’ll cut your search in half by knowing 
your run/race requirements.
eg. what mandatory kit or equipment will you have to 
carry? (eg. warm or weatherproof gear, food and liquid 
specifics, first aid kit, etc.) This will determine the size 
pack you’re looking for.

Waistpack with bladder
These can be handy for middle distances, as they hold 
more than a waist belt while still not weighing you 
down. Bladders usually come in a 1.3 litre capacity and 
the bladder tube tucks conveniently across the waist 
and clips in place for easy reach. 
Pros:  light and convenient; cooler than a back pack.
Cons:  need to be tightly secured. Check to ensure the 
waistpack has reinforcement straps to tighten the belt in 
place so it doesn’t bounce.

Backpack with bladder
A rough volume size for this category of pack would be 
your 5-15 litre models with a 1.5 litre bladder capacity. 
There’re lots to choose between, so here’s what to 
check for:

A well designed pack will:
1) come in a men’s or women’s fit (this is about pack length);
2) be body-hugging and designed to fit snugly;
3) be compact yet able to contain everything you need on 
the run;
4) have a breathable (often mesh-type) fabric on the section that 
rests against your back, so you don’t get too hot;
5) have an expandable main section;
6) have elasticised mesh pockets on the side of the pack and/or 
zippable pouches on the waist strap so you can reach for gels etc. 
without having to stop and dig around in your pack;
7) have various straps to tighten not only waist and chest but 
also the position of the pack against your back. This is important 
to stop the pack bouncing around;
8) be designed for quick access to the bladder when refilling;
9) have a clip or strap to hold the bladder mouthpiece in place 
for easy access and so it doesn’t creep out the pack while you’re 
running;
10) have an insulated material inside the hydration section of the 
pack to keep the temperature of the water in the bladder as cool 
as possible; and
11) have insulation around the bladder pipe for the same reason.

FOR MIDDLE TO LONGER DISTANCES (20KM-80KM)
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FOR ULTRAS (80KM+)
Ok, packs for the nutters out there: 20 litre+ packs. The key 
with these packs is volume while still being as lightweight 
and compact as possible. All of the same requirements as for 
middle distance packs apply, as well as:

1) several dividing sections/sleeves within the main 
compartment – these will come in handy for keeping goodies 
separate over the long haul;
2) a two-litre bladder;
3) the option for bottle holders on the chest straps – this 
allows you to carry an additional 800ml of liquid as you run, 
ideal in extreme conditions. Being able to carry bottles also 
means you can carry different types of liquid fuel eg. 2 litres 
of water in the bladder + 2x400ml of energy drink in the 
bottles.

HERE’S HOW TO AVOID/MINIMISE CHAFE:
     Try not to have straps rubbing against your skin
     Sweating moistens and softens skins, making it more prone 
to chafing. Learn where your “hot spots” are 
(eg. the lower back is a common one, as are the sides of the 
neck) and protect them, either by adhesive strapping (best 
option) or Vaseline (less effective).

4) straps you can clip small gel/fuel bottles onto;
5) removable front zip-up pocket that slides onto the waist 
belt;
6) optional chest pocket – this is a separate rectangular 
removable section that’s ideal of holding additional food, fuel, 
small bottles etc. for the (very) long haul!

One of the major headaches of wearing packs is chafing. The 
longer you’re out there, the more you’ll be prone to chafe.
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more information
www.planb-event.com

trailrun-worldmasters.com
05. – 06. 11. 2011

4-trails.com
06. – 09. 07. 2011

transalpine-run.com
03. – 10. 09. 2011

keep-on-running.com
01. – 03. 10. 2011

zugspitz-ultratrail.com
24. – 26. 06.2011

thanks to all partners 
and runners
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